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REMARKS
Applicants have made a diligent effort to put the

pending claims in condition for allowance. Claims 1-lS were

previously canceled without prejudice or disclaimer.

Fourteen claims remain pending in the application: Claims 19-

32. Reconsideration of the pending claims is respectfully

requested.

Examiner Interview

Applicants thanks Examiner Ma and Examiner Vivek

for participating in an Examiner Interview on July 12, 2005

with Applicants' representatives, Thomas F. Lebens and Steven

M, Freeland. The previously submitted Declaration and

Exhibits in support of the Declaration were discussed.

Examiner Ma in the Advisory Action indicated that the

Exhibits in support of the Declaration were insufficient to

establish a reduction to practice of the invention.

Applicants' representatives attempted to

demonstrate to Examiners Ma and Vivek that at least the

previously sxxbmitted Exhibit B provided clear support for at

least independent claim 19. Specifically, Applicants'

representatives directed Examiners Ma and Vivek to the source

code in the previously submitted Exhibit B as follows;

the step of ''determining a scart time of a
simultaneous of a simultaneous event'' is met by the
source code on page 1, at about line 45 and lines 58-59/
where the ''startEvent = timeData'' and ""if (startEvent <

stopEvent (time + CTimeaSpan (threshold)))" portions
of the code demonstrate a reduction to practice of
^determining a start time of a simultaneous of a
s imultaneous event "

;

the step of "receiving a request prior to the start
time from a client apparatus to take part in the
simultaneous event" is met by the source code in that the
source code is activated upon the receipt of a request,
that the source code on page 2, at about lines 11-15
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where ^while (time < startEvent) { clieckCancel ( ) ;

sleep (500); time = CTime GetCurrentTime () " deraonstratea
a reduction to practice of at least ^'prior to the start
time", and the source code demonstrate a reduction to
practice of receiving a request prior to the start time
from a client apparatus to take part in the simultaneous
event";

the step of ^^sending a command to the client
apparatus in response to receiving the request from the
client apparatus" is met by the source code at least on
page 2, at about line 21 where the **pLayer->
sendCoTnm[mand(dvdCmd) " portion of the code demonstrates a
reduction to practice of "sending a command to the client
apparatus" j and

the step of sending the command ""if the request is
received during a predetermined threshold period, wherein
the command relates to starting the simultaneous event on
the client apparatus" is met by the source could at least
on page 1, at about lines ^^if (startEvent < stopEvent

, (time + CTimesSpan (threshold)))'' portion of the code
demonstrates a reduction to practice of "if the request
is received during a predetermined threshold period"

,

Therefore, Applicants' representatives believed that the

Declaration and previously siibmitted Exhibits A and B clearly

demonstrated a reduction to practice and one skilled in the

art would recognize that the claimed invention was reduced to

practice as stated in the Declaration.

Mo agreement was reached. instead Examiners Ma and

Vivek requested that additional Exhibits be submitted to

further demonstrate the reduction to practice.

Rejection under 35 U,S>C> S 3L03

Claims 19-32 stand rejected under 35 U.S. C, §

103(a) as being unpatentable over U-S. Patent No, 5,808,662

{Kinney et al.) in view of U.S. Patent No, 6,636,888

(Bookspan et aJ , )

.

Applicants traverse this rejection and submit a

Declaration under 37 CF-R. §1-131 demonstrating that
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Applicants conceived and reduced to practice the invention as

claimed prior to the effective date of at least the Bookspan

Gt a.1 , patent

,

Applicants note that Bookapan et al, was not

published more than one year before the filing date of the

present application, thus, the Bookspan et al. patent can not

be used as a proper reference under 35 U.S.C. 102 (b) /103 (a) .

In order to remove the Bookspan et . patent cited

for the rejection of claims 19-32 under 35 U.S,C, 103(a)

Applicants siabmit evidence establishing a reduction to

practice of the claimed invention prior to the filing date of

the BooJc^pan et al. patent, i.e., prior to June 15, 1999;

thus, overcoming a rejection under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) by

establishing the invention of Applicants' claimed invention

prior to the filing date of the Bookspan et al _ patent. This

evidence is submitted in the form of the following

Declaration under 37 C.F.R. 1.131: (a) the Declaration of

Efvgeniy M, Getsin and Todd R. Collart (hereinafter referred

to as "the 131 declaration")- Per MPEP 715.07, the dates

have been blocked out of the exhibits attached to the 131

declaration; however, all dates are prior to June 15, 1999.^

When any claim of an application is rejected, the

inventor of the subject matter of the rejected claim may

submit an appropriate oath or declaration to establish

invention of the subject matter of the rejected claim prior

to the filing date of the reference on which the rejection is

based

A declaration submitted xmder 3 7 C-P.R. §1*131 is a

proper response to a 35 U.S.C 103(a)- MPEP 715.03

specifically stated, ""Applicant may overcome a 35 U.S.C. 103

1 Tlie 131 D^crl^zratiOriy paragraph 4

2 37 CPR § 1.131(a) and MPEP 715
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rejection based on a coKibination of references by showing

completion of the invention by applicant prior to the

effective date of any of the references." Therefore,

Applicants submit that the attached 131 declaration ia proper

in overcoming a 103(a) rejection.

Applicants submit herewith the 131 declaration for

execution by Evgeniy M, Getsin and Todd R, Collart

demonstrating that Applicants conceived and reduced to

practice the invention as claimed prior to the effective date

of the Bookspan et al. patent. A fully executed declaration

will be submitted in due course, and probably received by the

Examiner prior to reviewing this response. Per m.p.e.p.

715.04(B), the declaration is signed by less than all of the

named inventors because the subject matter of independent

claim 19 was invented only by Evgeniy M. Getsin and Todd R.

Collart,

The 131 declaration under 37 C.F.R, 1.131 must

establish possession of either the whole invention claimed or

something falling within the claim, in the sense that the

claim as a whole reads on it.^ Proof of a reduction to

practice of the invention prior to the filing date of the

reference is sufficient to overcome a rejection based upon

the reference,'* Generally, proof of an actual reduction to

practice requires a showing that the apparatus actually

existed and worked for its intended purpose,^

As established in the 131 declaration, an online

synchronization system utilizing the claimed invention was

used prior to June 15, 1999. Thus,, the online event

described in Exhibits A and the source code for irr^lementing

3 In re Tanczyn, 347 F.2d S30, 146 USPQ 298 (CCPA 1965) and MPEP
715.02
4 37 CPR 1.131(b) &nd MPEP 715-07
5 MP2P 715. 07
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the claimed invention shown in Exhibit B described a system

for itnpleTtienting a method falling within the scope of claim

19, i.e., claim 19 reads upon such described systetn.

Specifically, paragraphs 6-12 of the 131 declaration provide

factual evidence of reduction to practice for each element of

independent claim 19.

Therefore^ given the 131 declaration and Exhibits A
and B, it is respectfully submitted that a method covered

under claim 19 existed prior to June 15/ 1999 and that it

would work for its intended purpose/

Thus, as required under MPEP 715.07, it is

submitted that a method that includes all of the limitations

specified in claim 19 existed prior to June 15, 1999 and that

the inventor recognized that the method worked for its

intended purpose prior to June 15, 1999,

Thus, Applicants respectfully submit that a

rejection of claims 19-32 under 35 U.S,C, § 103(a) is

overcome and are in condition for allowance.

6 Ttie 131 Declaration Paragraph 13
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CONCLUSION

By way of this amendment. Applicants have made a

diligent effort to place the claims in condition for

allowance. However, should there remain any outstanding

issues that require adverse action, it is respectfully

requested that the Examiner telephone Thomas F. Lebens at

(805) 781-2865 so that such issues may be resolved as

expeditiously as possible.

Dated: July 12, 2005

Respectfully submitted,

:even M, Freeland

Reg. No. 42,555

Address all correspondence tot
FITCH, EVEN, Ti^lN & FLANNERY
Thomas F . Lebens
120 So. LaSalle Street, Ste, 1600
Chicago, IL 60603
(805) 781-2865
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